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fever-Tree launched their
Indian Tonic Water in the Uk
in early 2005. Taste is
paramount to fever-Tree
which is why the co-founders
travelled to some of the most
remote, beautiful and
sometimes dangerous regions
of the world to source the
highest quality natural
ingredients from small
specialist suppliers.
Since launching, fever-Tree
have launched at least one
new exquisite product every
year. The result is an extensive
range delicious drinks to mix
or enjoy on their own, many of
which are award-winning.

Style

Case

Individual

50cl

4x6
24
8

20cl

Sparkling

x4

By blending fabulous botanical oils with spring water and the highest
quality quinine from the 'fever trees' of the Eastern Congo, they have
created a delicious, natural, award winning tonic with a uniquely clean and
refreshing taste and aroma. Designed to enhance the very best gins or
vodkas.

20cl

Indian Tonic Water

4x6
24
8

20cl

x4

20cl

50cl

4x6
24
8

20cl

50cl

Sparkling

x4

The world's ﬁrst all natural, lower calorie tonic water with 58% fewer
calories. This crisp tonic water combines fruit sugars and natural quinine
with citrus, aromatic botanicals and soft spring water.

20cl

Refreshingly Light Tonic Water

RL Mediterranean Tonic Water
By blending the essential oils from the ﬂowers, fruits and herbs that have
been gathered from around the Mediterranean shores with the highest
quality quinine from the 'fever trees' of the Eastern Congo, the result is a
unique, delicate, ﬂoral tonic.

Sparkling

RL Aromatic Tonic Water
24
8

50cl

Sparkling

20cl

Made by blending the gentle bitterness of South American angostura bark
with aromatic botanicals such as cardamom, pimento berry and ginger to
create a delicious, unique tonic water. Created to enhance juniper-rich and
robust gins, Aromatic tonic can be enjoyed in a Pink G&T or as a
sophisticated soft drink on its own.
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Style

Case

Individual

Sparkling

24
8

20cl

Oﬀering a light and subtle character, the delicate and sweet ﬂavour of
elderﬂower is perfectly balanced by the soft bitterness of the quinine.

50cl

RL elderﬂower Tonic Water

50cl

4x6
24
8

20cl

Sparkling

x4

Made by blending three natural and unique ginger oils, that have been
sourced from around the world, with soft spring water. So delicious that
whisky writers are saying ‘at last' here is a ginger ale they can recommend
to partner spicy gins and whiskies.

20cl

RL Ginger Ale

RL Ginger Beer
50cl

x4

20cl

20cl

4x6
24
8

x4

Sparkling

20cl

By brewing a blend of three gingers from Nigeria, Cochin and the Ivory
Coast, Fever-Tree have created an award winning ginger beer that has been
highly acclaimed by gastronomes and critics alike. Perfect in a Dark &
Stormy, Moscow Mule or simply as a soft drink on its own.

Sparkling

4x6
24

20cl

Fever-Tree's version of Bitter Lemon, it is one of the most sophisticated
mixers invented. By blending the highest quality Sicilian lemon oils with
their signature quinine from the Congo, Fever-Tree have restored the taste
and quality of this fantastic mixer.

20cl

RL Lemon Tonic

Sparkling

24
8

20cl

A rich blend of kola nut, exotic spices, citrus and vanilla, this Madagascan
cola has been carefully created to enhance the complex ﬂavours of the
ﬁnest rums, whiskies and bourbons.

50cl

RL Madagascan Cola

RL Premium Lemonade
Sparkling

20cl

With the aroma and taste of freshly squeezed lemons, including the ﬁnest
'sfumatrice-torchio' extracts from Sicilian lemons, this is a delicious, clear,
sparkling lemonade. Perfectly balanced to be mixed with the ﬁnest fruit cups,
vodkas or gins or equally delicious as a sophisticated soft drink on its own.

24

Sparkling

4x6
24
8

50cl

With the aroma and taste of freshly squeezed lemons, including ‘sfumatrice’
oils from the highest quality Sicilian lemons, Fever-Tree have created a
perfect mixer for the best vodkas, gins or rums. Equally delicious as a soft
drink.

20cl

RL Silician Lemonade

Combining a unique blend of signature gingers with smoked Applewood
and subtle citrus to create a unique mixer that has been designed to
enhance the ﬁnest whiskies and bourbons.

Sparkling

24

20cl

RL Smoky Ginger Ale

RL Spiced Orange Ginger Ale
24

20cl

Sparkling

24

20cl

A unique blend of signature gingers, combined with sweet clementines and
spicy cinnamon. The combination of ginger, citrus and spice has been
crafted to complement the rich full bodied ﬂavours found in the ﬁnest dark
spirits, in particular cognacs & rums.

Spring Soda Water
By blending soft spring water with a high level of carbonation, the Spring
Soda is perfect for bringing out the best ﬂavours of the ﬁnest whiskies.

Sparkling

Sales Support - You can access various Fever-Tree support when buying through The Craft Drink Co including - A Gin & Tonic menu,
branded and bespoke to your establishment and your range of gins. Product support and staﬀ training on premises. Fever-Tree bar
merchandising including stirrers, ice-buckets and bottle openers, samples and tasters.
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